Exploration of Fluidic Thrust Vectoring Control on a Dynamic Test Rig: Computational and Experimental Analysis
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Abstract: Fluidic thrust vectoring (FTV) control is a cutting-edge method used to manipulate the motion of an unmanned air vehicle when traditional control surfaces like elevators are not available. The primary purpose of employing FTV is to make the aircraft less detectable. This research centers around the exploration of the co-flow variation of the FTV concept. In this approach, a secondary jet with a significant velocity is injected into the boundary layer of the primary jet. As a consequence, the primary jet is diverted, leading to the formation of a pitch moment. Numerical simulations were conducted to analyze different ratios of secondary and primary jet velocities, providing valuable insights into the effectiveness of the proposed technique. The test rig, designed with a pitch-constraint dynamic setup, utilized electric ducted fans to generate primary and secondary flows. At 19 m/s primary velocity, the experimental testing shows a maximum vertical force of 0.4 N, producing a deflection of 25°, which is deemed adequate for thrust vectoring. This research builds upon the authors’ previous work on characterizing a static co-flow FTV rig. The comparison between the computational fluid dynamics analyses and the experimental results demonstrates agreement in the behavior of the vectored jet. This validation further strengthens the findings presented in this paper.
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1. Introduction

When unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) were initially introduced a couple of decades ago, their primary objective was focused on surveillance and information-gathering tasks, particularly for missions that were deemed monotonous, hazardous, or unsuitable for manned flights. However, as technology rapidly advanced and mission requirements became more complex, stealth UAVs began to emerge. Stealth attributes in UAVs can be achieved by employing unique alloys within a traditional airframe, or through creative design of the UAV body and novel methods for controlling airflow. This article primarily focuses on the latter strategy.

Mechanical thrust vectoring (MTV) has been employed in various military aircraft, such as McDonnell Douglas AV-8B Harrier II [1], F-35 Lightning II [2], and X-15 [3], to reduce radar cross-section by eliminating the need for traditional control surfaces. MTV is also employed to augment the effectiveness of the traditional control surfaces [4]. In recent times, there has been significant interest in a novel flow control concept known as fluidic thrust vectoring (FTV) [5]. FTV is founded on the principle of redirecting the primary jet through the introduction of a secondary jet. This concept has garnered significant interest.
because of its benefits, which encompass minimal or absent movable components and a swifter dynamic reaction when contrasted with MTV [6].

Fluidic thrust vectoring (FTV) concepts encompass various techniques, including counter-flow, co-flow, throat shifting, and shock-vector control. While FTV has garnered substantial interest in the realm of supersonic aircrafts, this research emphasizes the practical implementation of FTV in subsonic UAVs. Previous studies have demonstrated the co-flow FTV concept on prototype vehicles, showcasing a closed loop control [7,8]. However, the existing literature predominantly focuses on FTV utilization for supersonic jets, while limited research is dedicated to sub-sonic UAVs, which are the primary focus of this work. Additionally, supersonic studies typically involve convergent–divergent nozzles, while convergent nozzles are more suitable for sub-sonic studies. Therefore, an autonomous inquiry is imperative to establish foundational subsonic co-flow FTV models and subsequently subject them to experimental validation.

The primary aim of this study is to execute a fundamental investigation that showcases the effectiveness of the subsonic co-flow FTV concept for a dynamic UAV test rig. The investigation scrutinizes two critical factors: the velocity of the primary jet and the velocity of the secondary jet, both of which influence the efficacy of fluidic thrust vectoring. Thorough computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations are carried out to ascertain the ideal jet velocities that ensure proficient pitch control for the UAV. A comparison is drawn between the CFD outcomes and the empirical observations derived from the experiments.

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the co-flow thrust vectoring concept. Section 3 presents the CFD numerical simulations. The experimental test setup is described in Section 4. CFD and the experimental results are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. The Concept of Co-Flow FTV

Within traditional thrust vectoring techniques, a secondary jet is incorporated into the primary jet’s flow, thereby adjusting its trajectory and managing pitch movement. Specifically, in the co-flow strategy, momentum is supplemented to the primary jet, resulting in meticulous control over the primary exhaust orientation [9]. The concept of co-flow is depicted in Figure 1.

By examining the geometry presented in Figure 1, it can be observed that when the secondary jet adheres to the upper Coanda surface, it generates an imbalanced force on the surface. This results in the generation of a net thrust vector force ($F_z$) in the downward direction, as depicted in Figure 1. Consequently, this force creates a sufficient pitching moment around the UAV’s center of gravity, enabling the vehicle to achieve trim during flight. The estimation of the thrust deflection angle ($\theta_{t,v}$) can therefore be determined as:

$$\theta_{t,v} = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{F_z}{F_x}\right)$$

(1)
The forces $F_x$ and $F_z$ denote the force components along the $x$ and $z$-axes, respectively. These forces can be derived by combining primary and secondary flow attributes, which include velocities and flow rates.

**Nozzle Configuration**

Figure 2 showcases the geometry of the co-flow nozzle and its associated design variables. The rectangular nozzle employed in this study is of the convergent type, and was purposely developed to investigate the concept of co-flow FTV.

![Figure 2. Schematic illustrating geometry of the co-flow FTV nozzle [11].](image)

### 3. The Computational Approach

The accurate and reliable solution of the Navier–Stokes equations is essential in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis. In this study, the Solidworks Flow Simulation, a commercial tool known for its advanced solver technology, is employed. Solidworks utilizes a unique finite-volume method (FVM) to discretize the Navier–Stokes equations, ensuring efficient convergence and robust results.

To facilitate the design of the experimental demonstrator FTV test rig, a computational analysis using Solidworks was performed, focusing on 2D flow. The nozzle CAD geometry, also created in Solidworks, was imported into the Flow Simulation solver. A three-dimensional structured meshing scheme comprising rectangular (grade 3) elements was constructed at the nozzle exit geometry. As the solver employed a wall boundary condition, the number of elements was considerably higher in the vicinity of the Coanda surfaces and nozzle walls compared to the outer domain. CFD simulations were conducted to gather velocity data and flow orientation, which were then compared with experimental data for validation.

The performance of the nozzle and the thrust vectoring angle was determined using the post-processing capabilities of Solidworks Flow Simulation package. Additionally, flow contours were visualized and the flow velocity was calculated using the post-processing tool.

### 4. Experimental Setup

In this study, an experimental setup was developed and designed, as illustrated in Figure 3. The FTV nozzle was made out of galvanized sheets, with specific dimensions and ratios: a Coanda radius of 25 mm, a primary height of 70 mm, and a secondary exit gap height of 1.2 mm. The experimental setup comprised the FTV nozzle linked to the main primary duct.

To generate the primary and secondary streams, a 3000 kv Electronic Ducted Fan (EDF) and a 2600 kv EDF were utilized, correspondingly. Control of primary and secondary jet flows was accomplished through motor controllers dedicated to the EDFs, and flow velocities were gauged via a Pitot tube. The arrangement of Coanda surfaces and the primary and secondary nozzles encourages the tangential movement of the secondary jet along the curved Coanda surfaces, effectively enabling fluidic thrust vectoring via co-flow. To render the flow visible, tufts were employed.
Throughout the experiments, the primary exit velocity remained constant, while the secondary velocity varied from 0 to 40 m/s. Velocity measurements were taken with a Pitot tube, and the primary jet deflection angle was read manually from a protractor aligned with the thrust axis. This process was repeated for various secondary flow velocities, with corresponding deflection angles recorded. Images were captured at 30 frames per second (fps) for each secondary exit velocity to validate the experimental deflection angle readings of the primary jet.

5. Results

This section focuses on the analysis of CFD results, including a comparison with experimental findings. Furthermore, the study explores flow separation phenomena within the computational domain, particularly at low Reynolds numbers.

5.1. Computational Results

To gain an understanding of the dynamic behavior of the FTV nozzle, several CFD experiments were conducted. The system was subjected to varying secondary velocities, and the corresponding primary jet deflections were recorded under steady-state conditions. Figure 4 illustrates the computational results obtained for different secondary exit velocities. It can be observed that as the primary velocity increases, the inactive or dead zone decreases, indicating a faster response. Subsequently, a series of experiments were conducted for a specific ratio of primary to secondary velocities, and the findings from these experiments are presented in the following sections.

![Figure 4. Vertical force versus secondary flow velocity.](image)
5.2. Comparison of Computational and Experimental Results

The CFD simulations were conducted under operating conditions that closely matched those used in the experimental study. Specifically, the simulations and experiments were performed for a secondary velocity of 0–40 m/s. In terms of qualitative flow analysis, velocity streamlines were extracted from the CFD simulations (Figure 5a,c). These streamlines were then compared with the images of the vectored jets captured using a high-definition camera during the experiments.

Figure 5 presents selected test cases with varying primary and secondary velocities. It is clear that the CFD images, which depict velocity streamlines on the symmetry plane, closely resemble those captured from the experimental setup. The predicted thrust vectoring angles obtained through CFD simulations align closely with the angles measured in the experiments. For the two cases illustrated, the percentage difference between the CFD and experimental FTV angles is approximately 7% and 6%, respectively.

The pitching moment \((M)\), which represents the moment produced about the c.g. of the aircraft for different values of primary velocity, is depicted in Figure 6a. The figure also depicts the correlation between changes in secondary jet velocity and the resulting pitching moment in the experimental case. As expected, an increase in primary velocity leads to a corresponding increase in the moment. For values of secondary velocity beyond 40 m/s, the experimental results indicate moment stagnation. In the case of secondary velocity up to 10 m/s, no pitching moment is generated by the exhaust jet.

Furthermore, the entire deflection plot (Figure 6b) can be divided into three distinct regimes: the dead zone, control region, and the saturation region, based on the varying slopes of the curves in these regions. In the dead zone (for \(v_s < 10\) m/s), thrust vectoring is
not possible, as the curves have a lower slope compared to the control region (for \(10 \text{ m/s} < v_s < 35 \text{ m/s}\)), where the curves are much steeper. There is a marginal increase in slope in the saturation region (\(v_s > 35 \text{ m/s}\)), where effective thrust vectoring is not feasible. Therefore, from an aircraft control perspective, the control region is of interest, as efficient thrust vectoring can be achieved in this region.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** Experimental response: (a) Pitching moment versus secondary flow velocity. (b) Jet deflection versus secondary flow velocity.

### 6. Conclusions

The present study aimed to investigate the co-flow fluidic thrust vectoring concept through the development of a foundational operational test rig. The outcomes of the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations indicated that a higher \(v_s/v_p\) ratio confers advantages in achieving effective thrust vectoring. Conversely, the simulations illustrated that decreasing the primary velocity leads to an enlarged inactive or dead zone, which induces a delay in the responsiveness of the vectored jet. Notably, both the experimental and computational findings corroborated the same pattern. The computational simulations accurately predicted the trend for the various cases studied. Both simulations and experiments indicated the presence of a dead zone at lower secondary velocities, at which no thrust vectoring occurred. At higher secondary velocities, saturation occurred, resulting in minimal or no further increase in the angle of deflection. The region of interest for UAV trimming, referred to as the control region, lies between these limits and involves an investigation that warrants further exploration.
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